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4.1 Types of classifier Outputs4.1 Types of classifier Outputs



Types of Classifier OutputsTypes of Classifier Outputs

�� The possible ways in which outputs of classifiers The possible ways in which outputs of classifiers 

in an ensemble can be combined is based on in an ensemble can be combined is based on 

information obtained from individual member information obtained from individual member 

classifiers.classifiers.

�� 4 types distinguished in the text are the Abstract, 4 types distinguished in the text are the Abstract, 

Rank, Measurement, and Oracle levels.Rank, Measurement, and Oracle levels.



The Abstract LevelThe Abstract Level

�� Each classifier gives a label Each classifier gives a label ssiiєєΩ, where i = {1, …, L}. Ω, where i = {1, …, L}. 

For any object x to be classified, the outputs of the For any object x to be classified, the outputs of the 

classifiers define a vector s = [sclassifiers define a vector s = [s11, …, , …, ssLL]]
TT єє ΩΩLL..

�� No information on the certainty of the labels.No information on the certainty of the labels.

�� No alternative labels are suggested.No alternative labels are suggested.

�� The most universal level because any classifier can The most universal level because any classifier can 

produce a label for x.produce a label for x.



The Rank LevelThe Rank Level

�� The output of each classifier is a subset of Ω.The output of each classifier is a subset of Ω.

�� Alternatives are ranked in order of possible Alternatives are ranked in order of possible 

correctness.correctness.

�� Suitable for problems with a large number of Suitable for problems with a large number of 

classes.classes.

��Character, face, or speaker recognitionCharacter, face, or speaker recognition



The Measurement LevelThe Measurement Level

�� Each classifier returns a cEach classifier returns a c--dimensional vector [dimensional vector [ddii, , 

11, …, , …, ddi,ci,c]]
TT, where , where ddi,ji,j is the support for the is the support for the 

hypothesis that a  vector x is from the class hypothesis that a  vector x is from the class wwjj..

�� Outputs are assumed to be between 0 and 1.Outputs are assumed to be between 0 and 1.



The Oracle LevelThe Oracle Level

�� The output for a classifier is known only to be The output for a classifier is known only to be 
correct or incorrect.correct or incorrect.

�� Information about the assigned class label is Information about the assigned class label is 
ignored.ignored.

�� Can only be applied to a labeled data set.Can only be applied to a labeled data set.

�� Output vector Output vector yyijij is 1 if the object is correctly is 1 if the object is correctly 
classified, and 0 otherwise.classified, and 0 otherwise.



4.2 Majority Vote4.2 Majority Vote



Majority VoteMajority Vote

�� Common human decision making system.Common human decision making system.

�� Example compares unanimity (100% agree), Example compares unanimity (100% agree), 

simple majority (50%+1 agree), and plurality simple majority (50%+1 agree), and plurality 

(most votes) as conditions for the decision.(most votes) as conditions for the decision.



Majority Vote ExampleMajority Vote Example



Majority Vote Example contd.Majority Vote Example contd.

�� The outputs of the classifiers are cThe outputs of the classifiers are c--dimensional binary dimensional binary 

vectors:vectors:

[d[di,1i,1, … , , … , ddi,ci,c]]
TT єє {0,1}{0,1}cc

i = 1, …, Li = 1, …, L

ddi,ji,j = 1 if = 1 if DDii labels x in labels x in wwjj, and 0 otherwise., and 0 otherwise.

�� Plurality will result in a decision for wPlurality will result in a decision for wkk if:if:

∑∑i=1i=1-->L>L ddi,ki,k = = maxmaxjj=1=1-->c>c ∑∑i=1i=1-->L>L ddi,ji,j

�� Ties decided arbitrarily.Ties decided arbitrarily.



Majority Vote contd.Majority Vote contd.

�� This is often called the majority vote, and it is This is often called the majority vote, and it is 

the same as the simple majority when there are the same as the simple majority when there are 

two classes (c=2).two classes (c=2).

�� Threshold plurality vote adds an additional class Threshold plurality vote adds an additional class 

wwc+1c+1, which is assigned when the ensemble does , which is assigned when the ensemble does 

not find a class label or in the case of a tie.not find a class label or in the case of a tie.



Threshold PluralityThreshold Plurality

�� The decision becomes:The decision becomes:
wwkk if ∑if ∑i=1i=1-->L>L ddi,ki,k >= α*L>= α*L
wwc+1c+1 otherwiseotherwise
where 0< α <=1where 0< α <=1

�� Simple majority Simple majority -- αα is 1/2 + is 1/2 + εε, where 0<, where 0<εε<1/L<1/L

�� Unanimity vote Unanimity vote -- αα = 1= 1

�� Only makes decision if all classifiers agreeOnly makes decision if all classifiers agree



Properties of Majority VoteProperties of Majority Vote

�� Assume number of classifiers (L) is oddAssume number of classifiers (L) is odd

�� Probability that a classifier will give the correct Probability that a classifier will give the correct 

label is plabel is p

�� Classifier outputs are independent, so the joint Classifier outputs are independent, so the joint 

probability is:probability is:
P(DP(Di1i1-- ssi1i1, …, , …, DDiKiK=s=s1K1K) = P(D) = P(Di1i1=s=si1i1) x … x ) x … x P(DP(DiKiK==ssiKiK), ), 

where where ssijij is the label given by classifier is the label given by classifier DDijij



Properties of Majority Vote contd.Properties of Majority Vote contd.

�� Gives an accurate label if at least floor(L/2)+1 Gives an accurate label if at least floor(L/2)+1 

classifiers return correct valuesclassifiers return correct values

�� Accuracy of the ensemble:Accuracy of the ensemble:

��PPmajmaj = = ΣΣm=m=valval to Lto L LLCCmm pp
mm (1(1--p)p)LL--mm

where where valval = floor(L/2)+1= floor(L/2)+1



Accuracy of Majority VoteAccuracy of Majority Vote



CondorcetCondorcet Jury TheoremJury Theorem

�� If p < 0.5, If p < 0.5, PPmajmaj is monotonically increasing and is monotonically increasing and 

PPmajmaj --> 1 as L > 1 as L --> infinity> infinity

�� If p < 0.5, If p < 0.5, PPmajmaj is monotonically decreasing and is monotonically decreasing and 

PPmajmaj --> 0 as L > 0 as L --> infinity> infinity

�� If p = 0.5, If p = 0.5, PPmajmaj = 0.5 for any L.= 0.5 for any L.

�� Intuitively, individual accuracy over p is only Intuitively, individual accuracy over p is only 

expected to improve if p > 0.5.expected to improve if p > 0.5.



Medical ExampleMedical Example

�� Independent tests to confirm diagnosis.Independent tests to confirm diagnosis.

�� Sensitivity (U) Sensitivity (U) -- probability of a true positiveprobability of a true positive

�� Specificity (V) Specificity (V) -- probability of a true negativeprobability of a true negative

�� T = positive test results, A = affectedT = positive test results, A = affected

�� U = P(T | A), V = P(!T | !A)U = P(T | A), V = P(!T | !A)



Medical Example contd.Medical Example contd.

�� Each test is an individual classifier with Each test is an individual classifier with 

accuracy:accuracy:

p = U * P(A) + V * [1p = U * P(A) + V * [1--P(A)], P(A)], 

P(A) = probability of occurrence in individuals P(A) = probability of occurrence in individuals 

(prevalence) (prevalence) 

�� Testing for HIV Testing for HIV -- requires unanimous positive requires unanimous positive 

from three tests to declare an individual affected.from three tests to declare an individual affected.



Medical Example contd.Medical Example contd.

�� Tests are applied one at a time, so the first Tests are applied one at a time, so the first 

negative will end testing.negative will end testing.

�� Using the majority vote, testing will stop if the Using the majority vote, testing will stop if the 

first two tests agree. If they disagree, the third first two tests agree. If they disagree, the third 

test will be used to break the tie. test will be used to break the tie. 



Medical Example contd.Medical Example contd.

�� Tests applied independently with the same sensitivity (u) and Tests applied independently with the same sensitivity (u) and 
specificity (v).specificity (v).

�� Unanimity: Unanimity: 
UUunauna = u= u

33

VVunauna = 1= 1-- (1(1-- v)v)33

�� Majority vote:Majority vote:
UUmajmaj = u= u

22 + 2u+ 2u22(1(1-- u) = uu) = u22(3(3-- 2u)2u)
VVmajmaj = v= v

22(3(3-- 2v)2v)

�� For 0 < u < 1 and 0 < v < 1, For 0 < u < 1 and 0 < v < 1, 
UUunauna < u and < u and VVunauna > v> v
UUmajmaj > u and > u and VVmajmaj > v> v



Medical Example contd.Medical Example contd.

�� There is a gain on sensitivity and specificity if the majority vThere is a gain on sensitivity and specificity if the majority vote is ote is 
used.used.

�� Combined accuracy Combined accuracy PPmajmaj is greater than that of a single test p.is greater than that of a single test p.

�� Unanimity has increased specificity, but decreased sensitivity.Unanimity has increased specificity, but decreased sensitivity.

�� ELISA test has u = 0.95 and v = 0.99ELISA test has u = 0.95 and v = 0.99

UUunauna ≈≈ 0.85740.8574 VVunauna ≈≈ 1.00001.0000

UUmajmaj ≈≈ 0.9928          0.9928          VVmajmaj ≈≈ 0.99970.9997

�� Dangerously low sensitivity using unanimity. Can get around thisDangerously low sensitivity using unanimity. Can get around this
by using a different test in addition to the ELISA test.by using a different test in addition to the ELISA test.



Limits on Majority AccuracyLimits on Majority Accuracy

�� D = {D1, D2, D3} is an ensemble of three classifiers, D = {D1, D2, D3} is an ensemble of three classifiers, 
each having the same probability of correct each having the same probability of correct 
classification (p = 0.6). classification (p = 0.6). 

�� If we represent each classifier output as either a 0 or a If we represent each classifier output as either a 0 or a 
1, we can represent all combinations distributing 10 1, we can represent all combinations distributing 10 
elements into the 8 combinations of outputs.elements into the 8 combinations of outputs.

�� For example, 101 would represent the case where the For example, 101 would represent the case where the 
first and third classifiers correctly classified exactly X first and third classifiers correctly classified exactly X 
samples.samples.





Table AnalysisTable Analysis

�� There is a case where the majority vote is correct 90 There is a case where the majority vote is correct 90 
percent of the time, even though this is unlikely. This is percent of the time, even though this is unlikely. This is 
an improvement over the individual p = 0.6.an improvement over the individual p = 0.6.

�� There is also a case where the majority vote is correct There is also a case where the majority vote is correct 
only 40 percent of the time. This is worse than the only 40 percent of the time. This is worse than the 
individual rate given above.individual rate given above.

�� Best and worst possible cases are “the pattern of Best and worst possible cases are “the pattern of 
success” and “the pattern of failure,” respectively.success” and “the pattern of failure,” respectively.



Patterns of Success and  FailurePatterns of Success and  Failure

�� DiDi and and DkDk classifiers with the classifiers with the 

2*2 probability table. (Table 2*2 probability table. (Table 

4.4)4.4)

�� Table for 3 classifier problem Table for 3 classifier problem 

from previous section is from previous section is 

shown in Table 4.5.shown in Table 4.5.

�� a+b+c+d+e+f+g+ha+b+c+d+e+f+g+h=1…=1…EqEq 88

�� Probability for correct Probability for correct 

classification (2 or more classification (2 or more 

correct)correct)

�� PmajPmaj = = a+b+c+ea+b+c+e … … EqEq 99



Patterns of Success and  Failure contd.Patterns of Success and  Failure contd.

�� Having p as the individual accuracy,Having p as the individual accuracy,
�� a+b+e+fa+b+e+f = p   , if D1 is correct= p   , if D1 is correct

�� a+c+e+ga+c+e+g = p   , if D2 is correct           … = p   , if D2 is correct           … EqEq 1010

�� a+b+c+da+b+c+d = p   , if D3 is correct= p   , if D3 is correct

�� Maximizing Maximizing PmajPmaj in in EqEq 9 using 9 using EqEq 8 and 8 and EqEq 10 and 10 and 
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,ha,b,c,d,e,f,g,h>=0 for p=0.6 we find >=0 for p=0.6 we find PmajPmaj = 0.9.= 0.9.

�� From table 4.3 a=d=f=g=0, b=c=e=0.3, h=0.1From table 4.3 a=d=f=g=0, b=c=e=0.3, h=0.1

�� For For PmajPmaj to be correct we need floor(L/2)+1 classifiers to be correct we need floor(L/2)+1 classifiers 
to be correct, so to be correct, so atleastatleast floor(L/2)+1 is required and floor(L/2)+1 is required and 
remaining is not necessary.remaining is not necessary.



Pattern of SuccessPattern of Success

�� Success Pattern ifSuccess Pattern if
�� ProbProb of any combination of floor(L/2)+1 correct and of any combination of floor(L/2)+1 correct and 
floor(L/2) incorrect votes is floor(L/2) incorrect votes is αα

�� ProbProb of all L votes to be incorrect is of all L votes to be incorrect is γγ

�� ProbProb of any other combination is zeroof any other combination is zero

γγ=1=1--3 3 αα000000αα00

00αα11αα0011

0011D1|D2D1|D20011D1|D2D1|D2

D3 wrong (0)D3 wrong (0)D3 correct (1)D3 correct (1)



Pattern of Success contd.Pattern of Success contd.

�� Combination occurs when all classifiers are incorrect Combination occurs when all classifiers are incorrect 
and when exactly floor(L/2)+1 are correct. So no votes and when exactly floor(L/2)+1 are correct. So no votes 
are wasted are wasted ☺☺

�� Let l=floor(L/2)Let l=floor(L/2)

�� PmajPmaj = = LLCCl+1l+1 αα … … EqEq 1111

�� Pattern of success possible when Pattern of success possible when PmajPmaj <= 1<= 1
�� αα <= 1/ (<= 1/ (LLCCl+1l+1)  … )  … EqEq 1212

�� Relating Relating PmajPmaj and and αα to accuracy pto accuracy p
�� p = p = LL--11CCll αα … … EqEq 1313

�� Substitute Substitute EqEq 13 in 13 in EqEq 11,11,
�� PmajPmaj = pL/l+1 = 2pL/L+1        … = pL/l+1 = 2pL/L+1        … EqEq 1414

�� If If PmajPmaj <= 1, p <= L+1/2L<= 1, p <= L+1/2L

�� PmajPmaj = min {1, 2pL/L+1}    … = min {1, 2pL/L+1}    … EqEq 1515



Pattern of FailurePattern of Failure

�� Failure Pattern ifFailure Pattern if
�� ProbProb of any combination of floor(L/2) are correct and of any combination of floor(L/2) are correct and 
floor(L/2)+1 are incorrect is floor(L/2)+1 are incorrect is ββ

�� ProbProb of all L votes to be correct is of all L votes to be correct is δδ

�� ProbProb of any other combination is 0of any other combination is 0

00ββ00ββ0000

ββ001100δδ=1=1--33ββ11

0011D1|D2D1|D20011D1|D2D1|D2

D3 wrong (0)D3 wrong (0)D3 correct (1)D3 correct (1)



Pattern of Failure contd.Pattern of Failure contd.

�� Combination occurs when all classifiers are Combination occurs when all classifiers are 

correct and when exactly l out of L are correct.correct and when exactly l out of L are correct.

�� PmajPmaj = = δδ = 1 = 1 -- LLCCll ββ … … EqEq 1616

�� Relating Relating PmajPmaj and and αα to accuracy pto accuracy p

�� p = p = δδ + + LL--11CCll--11 ββ … … EqEq 1717

�� Combining Combining EqEq 16 and 16 and EqEq 17,17,

��PmajPmaj = pL= pL--l/l+1 = (2pl/l+1 = (2p--1)L+1/L+1        … 1)L+1/L+1        … EqEq 1818



Matan’sMatan’s Upper and Lower BoundUpper and Lower Bound

�� Say classifier Say classifier DiDi has accuracy pi and D1,…DL has accuracy pi and D1,…DL 
are arranged such that p1≤p2≤p3…≤are arranged such that p1≤p2≤p3…≤pLpL

�� Let k = l+1 = (L+1)/2 and m = 1,2,3,…kLet k = l+1 = (L+1)/2 and m = 1,2,3,…k

�� Upper bound (Pattern of Success)Upper bound (Pattern of Success)

�� max max PPmajmaj = min {1, = min {1, ΣΣ(k), (k), ΣΣ(k(k--1) … 1) … ΣΣ(1)}(1)}

�� where where ΣΣ(m) = (1/m) (m) = (1/m) ΣΣi=1 to Li=1 to L--k+mk+m pipi

�� Lower bound (Pattern of Failure)Lower bound (Pattern of Failure)

�� min min PPmajmaj = max {0, = max {0, ξξ(k), (k), ξξ(k(k--1)…1)…ξξ(1)}(1)}

�� where where ξξ(m)=(1/m) (m)=(1/m) ΣΣi=ki=k--m+1 to Lm+1 to L pi pi –– (L(L--k)/mk)/m



4.3 Weighted Majority Vote4.3 Weighted Majority Vote



4.3 Weighted Majority Vote4.3 Weighted Majority Vote

�� Classifiers are not of identical accuracyClassifiers are not of identical accuracy

�� Provide a factor to push the competent classifier towards the Provide a factor to push the competent classifier towards the 

final decisionfinal decision

�� Degrees of support for the classes Degrees of support for the classes ddi,ji,j
�� ddi,ji,j = 1, if = 1, if DDii labels x in labels x in wwjj

�� ddi,ji,j = 0, otherwise= 0, otherwise

�� Discriminant function for Discriminant function for wjwj class using weighted class using weighted 

votingvoting

�� ggjj(x(x) = ) = ΣΣi=1 to Li=1 to L bbiiddi,ji,j . . . . .  . . . . .  EqEq 11

�� bbii is the coefficient of is the coefficient of DDii



Weighted Majority Vote Weighted Majority Vote -- ExampleExample

�� 3 classifiers D3 classifiers D11, D, D22 and Dand D33 with independent with independent 

outputsoutputs

�� Accuracy pAccuracy p11=0.6, p=0.6, p22=0.6, p=0.6, p33=0.7=0.7

�� PPmajmaj = (0.6)= (0.6)22*0.3 + 2*0.4*0.6*0.7 + (0.6)*0.3 + 2*0.4*0.6*0.7 + (0.6)22*0.7    *0.7    

= 0.6960    = 0.6960    

�� Removing the classifiers DRemoving the classifiers D11 and Dand D22 from the from the 

ensemble overall classification of Densemble overall classification of D33 (more (more 

accurate) is improvedaccurate) is improved



Weighted Majority Vote Weighted Majority Vote –– Example contd.Example contd.

�� Introduce weights bIntroduce weights bii, where i = 1, 2, 3, where i = 1, 2, 3

�� Choose class label wChoose class label wkk if,if,

�� ΣΣi=1 to Li=1 to L bbiiddi,ki,k = = maxmaxjj=1 to c=1 to c ΣΣi=1 to Li=1 to L bbiiddi,ji,j . . . . .   . . . . .   EqEq 22

�� By normalizing the coefficients,By normalizing the coefficients,

�� ΣΣi=1 to ci=1 to c bbjj=1    . . . . . =1    . . . . . EqEq 33

�� Assigning bAssigning b11=b=b22=0 and b=0 and b33=1 we get rid of D=1 we get rid of D33

��Therefore Therefore PPmajmaj = p= p33 = 0.7= 0.7



Improving Accuracy by WeightingImproving Accuracy by Weighting

�� 5 classifier ensemble D5 classifier ensemble D11, D, D22, D, D33, D, D44 and Dand D55

independent of each otherindependent of each other

�� Corresponding accuracy 0.9, 0.9, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6Corresponding accuracy 0.9, 0.9, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6

�� Majority Accuracy (Majority Accuracy (atleastatleast 3 out of 5)3 out of 5)

�� PmajPmaj = = 3*(0.9)3*(0.9)33*0.4*0.6 + (0.6)*0.4*0.6 + (0.6)33 + 6*0.9*0.1*0.4*(0.6)+ 6*0.9*0.1*0.4*(0.6)22

= 0.877 (approx.)= 0.877 (approx.)

�� Weights assumed 1/3, 1/3, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9Weights assumed 1/3, 1/3, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9



Improving Accuracy by Weighting contd.Improving Accuracy by Weighting contd.

�� We can see the first 2 weights of competent classifiers We can see the first 2 weights of competent classifiers 

which scores 2/3 for class label, if both of them agreewhich scores 2/3 for class label, if both of them agree

�� If one is correct and one is wrong, then the other three If one is correct and one is wrong, then the other three 

will contribute the majority.will contribute the majority.

�� PwmajPwmaj = = (0.9)(0.9)33 + 2*3*0.9*0.1*(0.6)+ 2*3*0.9*0.1*(0.6)22*0.4 + 2*0.9*0.1*(0.6)*0.4 + 2*0.9*0.1*(0.6)33

= 0.927 (approx.)= 0.927 (approx.)

�� Weights that satisfy Weights that satisfy EqEq 3 and make D3 and make D11 and Dand D22 prevail prevail 

when they agree will lead to the same outcomewhen they agree will lead to the same outcome



Theorem Theorem –– Selecting Weights for the classifiersSelecting Weights for the classifiers

�� Definition:Definition:

��DD11, D, D22, … D, … DLL constitutes an ensemble of constitutes an ensemble of 

independent classifiersindependent classifiers

��Accuracies pAccuracies p11, p, p22, … , … ppLL

��Outputs are combined by Majority Vote Outputs are combined by Majority Vote EqEq 22

��Overall Accuracy Overall Accuracy PPwwmajmaj is maximized by assigning is maximized by assigning 

weights as,weights as,

�� bbii is proportional to log (pis proportional to log (pii / 1/ 1-- ppii))



Theorem Theorem –– Selecting Weights for the classifiersSelecting Weights for the classifiers

�� ProofProof

�� s = [ss = [s11, s, s22, … , … ssLL]T]T is a vector with the label output of is a vector with the label output of 

the ensemble, where the ensemble, where ssii єє Ω is the label for x by Ω is the label for x by 

classifier classifier DDii

��BayesBayes optimal set of Discriminant function based on optimal set of Discriminant function based on 

the outputs of L classifiers isthe outputs of L classifiers is

�� ggjj(x(x) = log ) = log P(wP(wjj) ) P(s|wP(s|wjj) ,   j=1, 2, … c) ,   j=1, 2, … c



Theorem Theorem –– Selecting Weights for the Selecting Weights for the 

classifiers classifiers –– Proof contd.Proof contd.

… Eq 4



Theorem Theorem –– Selecting Weights for the Selecting Weights for the 

classifiers classifiers –– Proof contd.Proof contd.

�� The last term in The last term in EqEq 4 is independent of j. So we 4 is independent of j. So we 

reduce the discriminant function as,reduce the discriminant function as,

�� ggjj(x(x) = log ) = log P(wP(wjj) + ) + ΣΣi=1 to Li=1 to L ddi,ji,j log (plog (pii / 1/ 1--ppii))

�� Reducing the classification errors not only Reducing the classification errors not only 

depends on the weights assigned to the depends on the weights assigned to the 

classifiers but also upon the Prior probability.classifiers but also upon the Prior probability.



4.4 Naïve 4.4 Naïve BayesBayes CombinationCombination



Naïve Naïve BayesBayes CombinationCombination

�� Assumption: Classifiers are mutually independent given Assumption: Classifiers are mutually independent given 
a class labela class label

�� P(sP(sjj) is the probability of the ) is the probability of the classfierclassfier DDjj labels x in class labels x in class 
ssjj єє Ω.Ω.

�� Conditional Independence,Conditional Independence,
�� P(s|wP(s|wkk) = P(s) = P(s11,s,s22,…,…ssLL|w|wkk) = ) = ΠΠi=1 to Li=1 to L P(sP(sii|w|wkk))

�� Prior probability to label x,Prior probability to label x,
�� P(wP(wkk|s|s) = ) = P(wP(wkk) ) P(s|wP(s|wkk) / ) / P(sP(s))

= = P(wP(wkk) ) ΠΠi=1 to Li=1 to L P(sP(sii|w|wkk) / ) / P(sP(s)     … )     … EqEq 55

where k=1,…cwhere k=1,…c



Naïve Naïve BayesBayes Combination contd.Combination contd.

�� P(sP(s), the denominator of ), the denominator of EqEq 5 does not depend 5 does not depend 

on won wkk so the ‘support’ for class wso the ‘support’ for class wkk is,is,

�� µµkk(x(x) is proportional to ) is proportional to P(wP(wkk) ) ΠΠi=1 to Li=1 to L P(sP(sii|w|wkk) … Eq6) … Eq6

�� For each For each DDii, a c*c confusion matrix , a c*c confusion matrix CMCMii is is 

defined by applying defined by applying DDii to the training setto the training set

�� The (The (k,s)k,s)thth entry of the matrix entry of the matrix cmcmii
k,sk,s is the is the 

number of elements whose true class is wnumber of elements whose true class is wkk and and 

assigned by assigned by DDii to to wwss class.class.



Naïve Naïve BayesBayes Combination contd.Combination contd.

�� Estimate of probability Estimate of probability P(sP(sii|w|wkk) is ) is cmcmii
k,sik,si / / NNkk

�� Estimate of prior probability for Estimate of prior probability for wwss is is NNkk / N/ N

�� EqEq 6 can be written as,6 can be written as,
�� µµkk(x(x) is proportional to (1/N) is proportional to (1/Nkk

LL--11) ) ΠΠi=1 to Li=1 to L cmcm
ii
k,sik,si … … EqEq 77

�� Example on Pg 127Example on Pg 127

�� Zero as an estimate of Zero as an estimate of P(si|wkP(si|wk) nullifies ) nullifies µµkk(x(x) ) 
regardless of the rest of the estimatesregardless of the rest of the estimates

�� TitteringtonTitterington et al [4] uses naïve et al [4] uses naïve BayesBayes for independent for independent 
features. Accounting the possible zeroes, features. Accounting the possible zeroes, EqEq 7 is 7 is 
written aswritten as
�� P(s|wkP(s|wk) is proportional to [ ) is proportional to [ ΠΠi=1 to Li=1 to L { { cmcm

ii
k,sik,si + (1/c) } / + (1/c) } / 

(N(Nkk+1) ]+1) ]BB

�� Example on Pg 128Example on Pg 128



[2] C[2] Combining Heterogeneous Classifiers for ombining Heterogeneous Classifiers for 

WordWord--Sense DisambiguationSense Disambiguation

�� Paper is an interesting application of classifier combination.Paper is an interesting application of classifier combination.

�� Uses an ensemble of simple heterogeneous classifiers to perform Uses an ensemble of simple heterogeneous classifiers to perform 

English wordEnglish word-- sense disambiguation.sense disambiguation.

�� WordWord-- sense disambiguation is a process that attempts to sense disambiguation is a process that attempts to 

ascertain the appropriate meaning of a word within a sentence.ascertain the appropriate meaning of a word within a sentence.

�� For example, the word “bass” can mean a type of fish, tones of aFor example, the word “bass” can mean a type of fish, tones of a low low 

frequency, or a type of guitar that plays these tones.frequency, or a type of guitar that plays these tones.



WordWord--Sense DisambiguationSense Disambiguation

�� This is an important problem within computational This is an important problem within computational 

linguistics linguistics -- improved solutions can lead to advances in improved solutions can lead to advances in 

document classification, machine translation, and other document classification, machine translation, and other 

similar areas.similar areas.

�� Common approaches include:Common approaches include:
�� Naïve Naïve BayesBayes

�� Decision trees/Decision listsDecision trees/Decision lists

�� MemoryMemory--based learningbased learning



The SystemThe System

The first-order classifiers were implemented by a class of 

23 students and took varied approaches to the problem.



Classifier CombinationClassifier Combination

�� Combined the firstCombined the first--order classifiers using:order classifiers using:
�� Majority voting: Chose the output with the most votes. Ties Majority voting: Chose the output with the most votes. Ties 
were broken by always choosing the most frequent output.were broken by always choosing the most frequent output.

�� Weighted voting: Each Weighted voting: Each classiferclassifer assigned a voting weight. The assigned a voting weight. The 
sense with the greatest weighted vote is chosen. Weights sense with the greatest weighted vote is chosen. Weights 
must be positive and, unlike majority voting, can differ.must be positive and, unlike majority voting, can differ.

�� Maximum entropy: Classifier trained and run on all firstMaximum entropy: Classifier trained and run on all first--
order outputs. Votes are weighted with estimated values, order outputs. Votes are weighted with estimated values, 
which can differ and be negative.which can differ and be negative.



[3] Adaptive Weighted Majority Vote [3] Adaptive Weighted Majority Vote 

Rule for Combining Multiple ClassifiersRule for Combining Multiple Classifiers

�� Paper talks about an optimization technique Paper talks about an optimization technique 

over the Weighted Majority Vote Ruleover the Weighted Majority Vote Rule

�� The effectiveness is tested on 30K handwritten The effectiveness is tested on 30K handwritten 

digits extracted from the NIST database.digits extracted from the NIST database.

�� The optimization technique is based on a The optimization technique is based on a 

Genetic Algorithm that searches for proper Genetic Algorithm that searches for proper 

value for the weights used  in Majority Vote value for the weights used  in Majority Vote 

Rule.Rule.
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